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Eric foreman house actor

via RedditActor Omar Epps is a respectable resume of his name. In addition to what is perhaps his most recognizable role as Dr. Eric Foreman in the Fox television show House, he has also starred in films including Major League II, Higher Education and Love and Basketball. When the 41-year-old actor attended a Reddit Ask Me Anything session Friday, one redditor quickly
asked a crucial question leading up to the weekend: Omar, what's your strategy going into the game against the Bengals this weekend? Of course, this is a dry humored allusion to the epps repellent doppelganger, Pittsburgh Steelers head coach Mike Tomlin.Cool as can be, epps showed he's in for a joke: via Reddit [Reddit, h/t Next Impulse Sports] This article is about the nature
of the American TV series House. On the character of the American TV series That '70s Show, see Eric Forman. This article does not mention sources. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Uneeded material can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Eric Foreman – news · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (April 2010) (Find out how and
when to remove this template post) Eric ForemanHouse characterAll appearancePilot (1.01)Last appearanceEverybody Dies (8.22)Depicted from Omar EppsIn-Universe informationGenderMaleOccupationNeurologist department of Diagnostic Medicine Senior Fellow (season 1-7) Dean of Medicine (season 8) FamilyRodney Foreman (father)Alicia Foreman (mother,
deceased)Marcus Foreman (brother) Eric Foreman, M.D., is a fictional character on Fox's medical drama House. He is portrayed by Omar Epps. A background neurologist, Foreman was a member of Dr. Gregory House's handpicked team of specialists at princeton-plainsboro Teaching Hospital's Department of Diagnostic Medicine. He was hired by The House just three days
before the series pilot episode (as an implicitly deleted stage pilot). Foreman attended Columbia University as a bachelor before matriculating at the Johns Hopkins Medical School. In the pilot episode, he mentioned he had a 4.0 GPA with medical school, a fact confirmed by Dr. James Wilson History. Little is known about Foreman's past, although it has been suggested that his
family was quite needy and his parents are currently living on retirement (cf. with History). Foreman was also a former juvenile offender who once stolen a house and stole cars. (Parliament claims that this was a key factor in his decision to hire Foreman that Foreman's offenders in the past make him useful in identifying misbehaving patients.) His father, Rodney (who appears in
episodes euphoria, Part 2 and House Training), is deeply religious, but his mother is not fit to travel because of Alzheimer's disease; Foreman also has a brother, Marcus (played by Orlando Jones), who was imprisoned for drug possession season 6 episode of Moving Chains. Although he has a somewhat estranged relationship with his parents, the show depicts them as loving,
although his father is emotionally distant. By the end of the series (season 8), Foreman has become dean of Medicine (replacing Cuddy) and one of the few people in House trusts closely. In the final scenes of the series, Foreman and Wilson are the only two people who know that the House is still alive after everyone thinks he died in the fire: Foreman reveals the ID badge that
the House planted in his office as House and Wilson ride motorcycles to points unknown. Foreman nods, sits back, and smiles, finally becoming one of the few people to earn House trust. Character history The plot summary of this article may be too long or too detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary parts and making it more concise. (February 2011) (Learn how
and when to remove this template report) In an episode of Euphoria, Part 1, Foreman became infected with a mysterious disease. Another patient, infected with the same condition, is experiencing a very painful death in front of Foreman. In the conclusion of the episode, Cameron, acting as a Foreman medical proxy, performs a white matter brain biopsy and the condition has
been discovered to be the main amoebic meningoencephalitis caused by Naegleria, a water-based parasite that, after inhaling, attacks the brain. After treatment, it seems the foreman has been cured of meningoencephalitis, but something may have gone wrong during a biopsy. Although his brain had some confusion between the left and right side of the brain, he is recovering.
Upon his return from recovery, Foreman's memory seemed to have diminished as he struggled to remember key medical concepts (see Forever) and could not remember how to make coffee. In the next two episodes, however, he seems to be able to once again keep up with his fellow doctors when coming up with medical theories. When Michael Tritter offers Foreman a chance
to win early parole for his drug addict, imprisoned brother, Marcus, Foreman turns it down. Tritter believes this is hypocrisy, citing Foreman's own criminal record, and says that while Foreman tries to have compassion to ward off House training, he is actually as cold and methodical as his employer. This is supported when Foreman gives his girlfriend the opportunity to go to
nursing practice school as a way to end the relationship, and she points out that both he and The House cannot stand to allow people to get close to them. He finally gave his two weeks of advance quit because he was scared that he was turningpathetic toward patient welfare, or as he admitted in the Season 3 finale, he didn't want to turn into the House. The house angrily
countered that he was like him, and in many ways was more selfish, caring for how well he looked in the eyes of patients and with resigns until the House admitted he wanted him to stay. Foreman left without a word after this tirade. Also during Season 3, Foreman kills the patient because of his blind incompetence (in an episode of House Training). He has not been convicted of a
crime. In an episode of Right Stuff, Cuddy reveals that Foreman took a job at The New York Mercy Acting Diagnostics Department. In an episode of 97 seconds, it has been proven that despite his willingness to change, he is unable to break from house-like techniques, including using whiteboards to brainstorm, but more importantly, disobeying the hospital administrator, believing
that her idea is wrong, and his idea will save the patient. The only difference is that since The House is known to be a brilliant doctor, he has earned a trust that Foreman has not yet earned. So, despite the fact that Foreman's idea is true, his boss points out that Foreman had no way of proving that his idea was correct, and if she can't trust Foreman to obey her, he can't stay in the
hospital. Then she fires him. Cuddy then offers Foreman her old job in Princeton-Plainsboro, claiming she needs someone to help control the House. At first, he rejected the offer, but eventually he accepted after a wide-ranging unsuccessful job interview. He believes that his disobedience to New York Mercy has led the medical community to conclude that Parliament has trained
him to have a loose gun without regard to the authorities or procedures... a House Lite, as Dr. Cuddy describes him. He is again in the department of an episode of Mirror Mirror, which serves as Cuddy's eyes and ears for the House's new team. While the House is trying to make Foreman miserable enough to quit, Foreman soon realizes that the neorthodox and fast-changing
environment of the House diagnostic team is exactly where he wants to be, and the two return to speaking rules. While the House and Foreman are more confrontational than in the past because of Foreman's role as a bumper house, the House clearly still respects his skills, as has been demonstrated no matter what it takes when he chastises his colleagues for not listening to
him. In the season 5 episode of Let Them Eat Cake, Foreman runs a Huntington drug trial and asks thirteen to participate. In the next episode of Joy to the World, Foreman and Thirteen kiss passionately, but in the next episode she expresses a desire to keep some distance. However, after that they decide to continue the romantic relationship. The house re-calls them a foreteen,
a collective nickname. In Epic Fail, when the House quits, Foreman takes over the House job and tries to treat the patient with thirteen. Things get complicated and Foreman and thirteen misdiagnose the patient until Foreman understands the right diagnosis and finds Thirteen stopped treatment as she came to the same conclusion based on internet recommendation (from the
House itself, though unknown to them). Foreman ends up Thirteen, so he can continue dating her, there is no conflict of interest. In Tyrant, Chase forges the test results of a patient who is an African dictator, resulting in the patient's death. Foreman burns documents that would have incriminated Chase. At the beginning of season 8, it is revealed that Foreman has taken over
Cuddy's work as Dean of Medicine in Princeton-Plainsboro, performing the role for 12 months while the House has been in prison. Foreman hired House back in his old post after his release from prison. In this season 6 episode of Epic Fail, Dr. Foreman took over as head of the Diagnostic Department in Dr. House's absence. Dr. House was treated for psychosis and depression at
Mayfield Psychiatric Hospital by Dr. Nolan; However, the House medical license was on the line and he could not leave without Dr. Nolan's confirmation letter to allow him to practice medicine again. To prevent Cuddy from closing the department down, Foreman asked to fill the void that the House had created. The stress of the work and the newfound authority over his former
colleagues caused tensions in the relationship between Foreman and Thirteen causing their collapse, as well as leading to Taub's resignation. The medical certificate in Teamwork House has been re-instated and he has been given back his name as head of diagnostic medicine at Princeton-Plainsboro and Foreman had to take his job as a senior fellow in the diagnostic team
back. Personality Summary of this article piece may be too long or too detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary parts and making it more concise. (February 2011) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Despite his youthful offenses, Foreman may initially be the best-adjusted house team. He has proven to possess a level of leadership skills, and
was temporarily appointed by House manager Dr. Lisa Cuddy in the second season (in Deception, Inability to Communicate and Need to Know), during which the House called him blackpoleon Blackaparte. This also means that Foreman and House have some properties (cf. Venom) and in terms of character and physical habits. Whether this is true is debau ll be discussed,
although in an episode of House Training, he admits that he has problems with his ego. Like The House, Foreman has also proven to be very honest, even at the cost of hurting other people's feelings. This is seen in an episode of Sleeping Dogs Lie, in which he tells Cameron that two of them are never friends, only work colleagues, after she falls out with him over his writing an
article on a previous case, knowing she was already writing her own, and getting the House to sign off on it while she was lying unread, as a result of his article publication. However, the 2014 bout with deadly disease (see below), Foreman recants this position. His sincerity, given his dying state, was ambiguous, and she initially refused his apology, but accepted when he was
placed in a chemically induced coma. Similarly, in an episode of Resignation, he tells Chase that he has never liked him and never will. Despite these occasions, later episodes such as Wilson's Heart and Emancipation prove Cameron and Chase offering Foreman advice and support. During Season Three, changes in Foreman's character, making him more sensitive to other
people's feelings, can be noticed when he resists telling two interracial lovers that they are half brothers and sisters with Fools For Love. In the same episode, he is accused of being an anti-interracial relationship. Foreman makes a bet with House, saying that Dr. James Wilson is not a dating nurse in the hospital: the (white) nurse is actually dating Foreman, which explains his
sensitivity to this particular case. Later, at Needle Haystack, Foreman offers a Roman boy an interview about an intern job and tries to help him. Season three episode Of House Training reveals a lot about Foreman's character. By giving orders to the patient to be given immunosuppressive radiation therapy and then learning that it was nothing more than a staph infection
(radiotherapy killed the patient's immune system, essentially dooming her to painful death), he is visibly agonized and blames himself for killing her. Throughout the episode Master shows a passionate emotional side and at one point breaks down, stating that in many ways he is no better than where he came just because his ego has gotten in that way. In the next episode,
Foremans is first seen asking or meditating in the hospital chapel, despite the fact that he had expressed a rather nonreligious before. Foreman was able to get more grief and trauma in killing the patient, and self-doubt that his mistake was caused when he was able to save another patient's life by taking extreme measures in the Family. With a young boy dying, unless he got a
bone marrow transplant immediately, Foreman was forced to get a brain from the patient's little brother, without anestheses the boy first because he was too sick to be seddated. Foreman strapped the boy down to bed and drew the brains of him with force in several places on his body to get the samples he needed, ignoring the boy's screams of agony to do so. The patient
survived as a result, and while Foreman admitted it, he was also horrified by what he had done. On the same day, he announced his resignation. Foreman takes a job at Mercy Hospital in New York, and he immediately goes out of his way to make a differential diagnosis with a calm head and professional attitude, almost exactly the opposite of the House. However, if the patient
has a condition with similar symptoms to the patient he killed, Foreman goes against the rules (such as House) to save the patient's life, which he does. Despite being called to the life-saving service, Foreman's administrator fired him for violating the rules. Foreman then re-hired Dr. Lisa Cuddy to serve as a partner of sorts with Dr. House and act as the eyes and ears of Dr. Cuddy
on the House team. His position is permanent because he cannot be hired anywhere else. His personality seems to have changed radically since being re-hired and has become distinctly sarcastic and biting, and although he shows some level of restraint, his sense of humor has become very similar to Dr. House. He does, however, point out that he enjoys being back at PPTH
and working with the House again. Significantly, as he did during his temporary stint as House manager in season 2, Foreman has picked up the House habit of practicing medicine in plain clothes, hitting the white coat he wore during his first hook as a member of the House team. However, his outfit is even more professional than House's, tending toward well-tailored suits with
ties, and he is often seen wearing vests when there is no surgery. In his romantic life, Foreman has been shown to have intimacy issues. His relationship with a PPTH nurse named Wendy – between season 3's Fools For Love and Insensitive – ends with her splitting up with him because he doesn't really let her get close. Having begun a relationship with a teammate in season 5,
his questions are highlighted in a simple explanation where he acknowledges and proves to her that he works with great emotional stress alone, although he later makes a point of not completely shutting him out. In the next episode, Saviors teammate Dr. Chris Taubs, from a conversation with Thirteen, said Foreman did not open her privately. Following comments from the House
about his general lack of spontaneity in Lucky Thirteen, Foreman voices to Chase that he is bored, to which Chase suggests that Foreman is too controlled for events in his life that prevent him from pushing his limits. In the moment between Taub and Thirteen during the Softer Side, Taub mocks Foreman for being a robotic way by comparing him to the fictional android character,
T-1000 from Terminator 2: Court Day. Foreman is a fan of jazz music, first shown in an episode of Who's Your Daddy?, when Foreman makes a Miles Davis reference, and later in an episode of Insensitive, where he plans to attend a jazz festival. In a relationship with the House In the first two seasons, House's relationship with Foreman was probably the least difficult relationship
he has with his colleagues. While Foreman is believed to dislike his boss (DNR), constantly challenges House behaviors and diagnoses, and terms him an anarchist (Deception) and a bastard (Euphoria, Part 2), he truly respects the House's medical knowledge and the House seems to appreciate Foreman's professionalism. While the House often targets Foreman with racist
jokes, Foreman doesn't seem to take them personally, it seems that the House uses Foreman's race as a source of humor simply because foreman's race is an easy target, just as the House often targets Chase with his citizenship and Cameron with his gender and other episodes (cf. Humpty Dumpty) to create that house is not racially prejudiced. In an episode of Family,
Foreman fears that he has begun to ignore his patient life much as The House does, and he decides that he'd rather leave his job than continue that path. In the third season finale, House made a final attempt to keep Foreman from leaving, but it fails. Although the House announced to the pilot that he hired Foreman because he was an ex-car thief, House often points out or
implies that he thinks Foreman is an excellent doctor. The best example of this is season 2 Episode Sections. The house and surgical team are trying to determine the exact location of the blood clot so that it can be removed. Foreman swears he spotted a clot on the screen that neither House nor anyone else saw. House nods and points: It's good enough for me. Also in the third
season finale of Human Error, when the House tries to stop Foreman's departure, he bluntly declares that he is indispensable and that he needs him on his team in an unusual display of respect for the subordinate. Since Foreman's return to Princeton-Plainsboro Hospital it has been shown that the House still holds great respect for Foreman. In stark contrast to previous seasons,
he tends to regard Foreman as equal in his understanding of diagnosis and Foreman's return shows considerable regret for quitting the job in the first place. In whatever it takes, the House reprimands their new scholarship candidates when they fail to listen to Foreman's instructions while the House is away. The House tells the candidates that the reason he left Foreman in charge
was because Foreman knows what he's doing and that they should listen to him next time. Later, No More Mr. Nice Guy Foreman believes he's not getting the respect he deserves from Kutner, Taub and Thirteen when he tries, and fails to do the performance reviews, which he feels is due to the House often humiliating him. House replies that if he didn't humiliate and taunt
Foreman, he wouldn't be strong and able enough to handle the rest of the team. In subsequent episodes Foreman was considered responsible when the House was not available. He is also the chief treating physician when The House is legally unable to do so, such as when the House license was suspended at the beginning of season 6, or when House was recovering from a
bus crash and drug overdose while diagnosing Amber. Final Of the series (season 8), Everybody Dies, Foreman and Wilson are the only two people who are aware that the House is not dead: The House faked his death, to spend time with Wilson (who was diagnosed with terminal cancer), and as they ride off together, Foreman finds the House Hospital ID badge being used to
support the drky table they claimed over the past and realizes slowly that the House is alive. He nods, sits back and smiles. The series ends with the audience realizing that Foreman has become the only person other than Wilson to earn House trust, and thus the closest thing he has to another friend. External links in the United States portal Television portal Eric Foreman on
TVIV Retrieved from 2This article is on an episode of the tv series House. For the 2015 Japanese drama, see From Five to Nine: The Monk Who Fell In Love With Me. The plot summary in this article may be too long or too detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary parts and making it more concise. (October 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message) episode 14 from home sixth season5 to 9House episodeEpisode no. Season 6Episode 14 Directed by Andrew BernsteinWritten byThomas L. MoranOriginal air date February 8, 2010Guest appearance(s) Michael Weston as Lucas Douglas Tracy Vilar as Nurse Regina Maurice Godin as Dr. Lawrence Hourani Patrick St. Esprit as Atlantic Net CEO Keith Tannenbaum
Celia Finkelstein as Gail Mark Espinoza as chief pharmacist Stan J.D. Jackson as lawyer Ronald Westbrook John Lacy as Dr. Dave Thomas Ron Perkins as Dr. Ron Simpson, Nigel Gibbs as Sanford Wells Anthony Tyler Quinn as Eli Morgan Jeremy Howard as Oscar Silva Kim Estes as Hall Bernardo Verdugo as Martín Acevedo In Episode ← PreviousMoving chain Next →
Private Lives House (season 6) List House episodes 5 through 9 is the fourteenth episode of the sixth season of House. This episode aired on February 8, 2010. At the same time, a pharmacy technician has been caught stealing drugs, and House wants to use malaria to treat cancer patients. The plot summary of this article may be too long or too detailed. Please help improve it
by removing unnecessary parts and making it more concise. (October 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Cuddy takes off early in the morning to find Lucas is not in her bed. She quickly goes about her morning trend sick Rachel as she tries to get ready. Babysitter Marina arrives to deal with the baby, and Cuddy is going to leave for work when Lucas
arrives after an all-night stakeout. Although she is late, stressed, and tired, she agrees in the morning Lucas finishes before she does, and so now Cuddy is late, stressed, tired, and frustrated. When Cuddy arrives at the hospital, she rushes to solve the problem at the pharmacy. Then she goes to check into the AR, where Dr. Hourani, mid-surgery, complains that The House had
bribed the plant to turn up the air conditioner to rush him until so the House diagnostic team could use the AR, and then he threatens to file charges if it harms his patient's well-being. Cuddy arrives late for her meeting with insurance executive Eli Morgan, and offers the hospital a final offer. Eli rejects it and Cuddy plays hardball, claiming to terminate his contract with his company.
She gives him up to 3 .m accept his offer. Cuddy goes to the hospital board meeting and gives them the news that she has no contract with the insurance company. The members of the board are unhappy, but she defends her decision. She's sure Eli will give up, but it's clear that she'll be fired if her plan fails. When the doctor does not appear in the clinic duty, Cuddy fills in. She
deals with a cancer patient whose oncologist won't give him a prescription for breast milk, which he is sure has cancer-fighting properties so he can get his reward. Cuddy refuses, and the patient walks, calling him a. When finished with this unpleasant encounter, Nurse Regina tells Cuddy that a vascular surgeon called a substitute without privileges. A lawyer waiting in Cuddy's
office warns him that he is suing the hospital and Chase because Chase is unauthorized to reattachment his client's thumb. Cuddy checks with Chase, who says that although his patient wanted the cheapest option, he underwent reattachment surgery anyway, indicating that the thumb is an essential figure, and the patient, who is a carpenter, would be worse off without it. Cuddy
confronts Gail, a pharmaceutical technician who steals ephedrine to lose weight. She apologises for forging pharmaceutical orders and begs for a second chance. Cuddy reported the crime to the DEA, but fires Gail. At noon, Cuddy asks Wilson for his advice on insurance companies, and Wilson recommends his consult house, which is, according to Wilson, a master manipulator
who always gets what he wants. She brings her salad back to her office, but the House is there. He wants to treat his cancer patients with malaria because he claims to be the cheapest way to deliver hypothermia. Lucas visits Cuddy Hospital and lets her know that Rachel has no fever. Cuddy goes to a restaurant where the insurance company's CEO has lunch. She calls him on
the PPH proposal, and she threatens to defame his greed in front of the press. The Executive Director shall not obey. A hospital pharmacist lets Cuddy know that pharm tech Gail had stolen ten cases of ephedrine. Cuddy understands that was not about losing some weight. Eli comes to Cuddy's office after orders from the CEO, who has agreed to an eight percent increase. She
demands the twelve she asked for, but Eli says they never agree on such a preposterous number. He advises her to make a deal on the table. Cuddy sits in the stairwell alone to think. When she appears, the House waits at the door. Cuddy finally asks the House for advice on taking the insurance company's response by eight percent. He doubts why she would put her work on
the line to prove the point. Cuddy sees that there are now three, the term she gave to the insurance company. There is still no counter offer. She addresses the collected members of the hospital board and doctors about the termination of the contract. PPH will no longer accept patients from the insurance company. The room fills with buzz. Foreman announces that they have liver
games for their patient. However, the House does not want to use Dr. Hourani for surgery. House wants Chase to do so to show doubt to Dr. Thomas that Chase was his department's best surgeon. Cuddy interrupts house massages and orders him to get his department under control. Cuddy tries to rationalize the lawyer and his client with a reattached thumb. She suggests that if
they drop the lawsuit, the hospital will re-claim and pay half of his deductible. The man says he can't pay. He thinks he would be in better shape without a thumb and its medical bills. Cuddy explains that her doctors are doing a good job and deserve payment. The lawyer threatens to go to trial. Cuddy refuses to back down and retaliated, threatening that the hospital would counter-
sue and get paid, even if it means taking the man's house. Cuddy gets paged on the pre-op field where Foreman and Thirteen are trying to break up a fistfight between Chase and Dr. Thomas. She makes them stop and call them to her office while she deals with duplicitous pharm tech first. Gail is no longer a sobbing victim. Gail is ready to lie to get out of her crime. Exaggerated,
Cuddy sits in his car in the parking lot when the House comes. Cuddy confesses that she thought the insurance company was the one that was bluffing. House knows she won't quit because the hospital has her issues. He also says that he thinks Gail is a sociopath, and that he had said nothing about it to Cuddy because he thought she might be useful one day, which gives
Cuddy an idea. Cuddy calls on Gail to acknowledge the truth. Gail calls her an idiot, and says she started stealing six months after she was hired. Cuddy takes a flower that sat on her desk and hands it to Nurse Regina. She explains that Lucas gave her a hidden microphone inside it, and instructs Regina to hand over the recording of Gail's admission to the DEA. With one victory
today, Cuddy is going to turn her resignation on the board. Marina finally calls tell Cuddy that Rachel is better at causing her to miss the elevator. The insurance representative arrives, but this time he gives shocked Cuddy her twelve percent boost from the insurance company with the appees that make her yell with joy. As Cuddy packs up for the night, she sees a check on her
desk. The thumb replacement patient has provided the first installment of his payment for the operation. Cuddy rip up the check with a smile. The final cut shows Cuddy lying in bed with Rachel and Lucas, apparently reflecting a moment of peace on her busy day. Suddenly, Cuddy's pager begins to beep. The music song that plays during Cuddy's morning routine teaser is Break
Up Concrete with the Pretenders. [1] The song was played at the end of the episode, covered with clips of a thrilled Cuddy (due to an insurance deal) called Shine On by Eric Bibb. [1] Admission 5 to 9 was watched by 13.60 million American viewers. It was the third most watched show on Fox this week's broadcast, and the fifteenth across all channels. [2] The number of
spectators during the season averaged 840 000 12.76 million. [3] Neal Justin, the star-line television critic, chose the episode between his recommended viewing of the week. Justin commented that Edelstein's well-balanced performance may finally get her some Emmy love. [4] TV Overmind's Brittany Frederick was pleased that the House episode centered on Cuddy, pointing out
that too many early episodes only had her appear on one line and then leave. [5] Writing for The Star-Ledger, critic Alan Sepinwall noted that he largely stopped reviewing the House, but felt that the episode was in order to volume so much better than most of this season that [he] felt he deserved to mention. Sepinwall praised Edelstein's acting and episode in a day-in-the-life
format, referring to 5 to 9 as evidence that there are still really powerful elements to this series. [6] Jonas Krakow of IGN rated 5 to 9 9.2/10, which means an outstanding episode. Kraków compared it positively to the previous season of six seasons wilson, which similarly differed from the show's traditional format, depicting events from the perspective of House friend James
Wilson. He found the episode amazing, calling it a great showcase for Edelstein and suggesting that a show centered on Cuddy could be a viable House spin-off. Kraków also observed the increasing depth of characterization given to Cuddy, writing: For years she has been portrayed as a cat's toy house bat around, but that's because we've never seen things through her eyes. As
it turns out, she is a much more complex character, and by the end of the episode, we learned beyond the shadow of doubt why she is responsible. [7] Unlike Krakow, Zack Handlen of the A.V. Club believed that Wilson was more successful from the two episodes, pointing out that while Wilson understanding of the episode's central character, In 5 to 9 we get more face time with
Cuddy, and she is less of a sysser, than usual, but her true nature remains tantalizingly out of reach. Handlen commented that the episode had some good scenes, but ultimately did little to advance the show, sorting it out B. [8] TV Squad's Jonathan Toomey raised similar questions stating that '5 to 9 wasn't a bad episode (in many ways, it felt like back-door pilot Cuddy), but it
was, by name, useless. Toomey wrote that at the end of the day, 5 to 9 didn't really add anything to the World House, and its out-the-box attempt to be different just ended up being forgettable. [9] References ^ b List music from all episodes of the House with an event during the show ^ Seidman, Robert (February 17, 2010). TV Ratings Top 25: Olympics and American Idol Battle
For Weekly Supremacy. a TV with digital numbers. Archived from the original on 20 February 2010. Retrieved 19 September 2010. ^ Gorman, Bill (June 16, 2010). Final 2009-10 Broadcast Primetime Show Average Viewership. a TV with digital numbers. Archived from the original on 19 June 2010. Retrieved 19 September 2010. ^ Justin, Neal (February 6, 2010). TV Critic's
Choice: Week 7-13. Star Podium. Retrieved 19 September 2010. ^ Frederick, Brittany (14 September 2010). Review – House: Season Six. TV Overmind. Crave Online. Archived from the original on 18 September 2010. Retrieved 19 September 2010. ^ Sepinwall, Alan (February 9, 2010). House, '5 to 9: Lisa Cuddy's Day in Life. Star Book. prior publication. Retrieved 19
September 2010. ^ Krakow, Jonas (February 8, 2010). House: 5 to 9 Review. Ign. Retrieved 19 September 2010. ^ Handlen, Zack (February 8, 2010). from 5 to 9. Club A.V. Retrieved 19 September 2010. ^ Toomey, Jonathan (February 9, 2010). Review:House – 5 to 9th TV Squad. Weblogs, Inc. Retrieved 19 September 2010. External Links 5 to 9 for IMDb Retrieved from
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